Introduction {#mpp12465-sec-0001}
============

*Phytophthora infestans* is one of the most devastating plant pathogens and infects many crop species of the Solanaceae, including potato (*Solanum tuberosum*) and tomato (*Solanum lycopersicum*). *Phytophthora* species are hemibiotrophic pathogens, having a biotrophic, followed by a necrotrophic phase. During the biotrophic stage, the hyphae never invade the plant\'s cells, but acquire nutrients from their host using haustoria (Allen and Friend, [1983](#mpp12465-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Blackwell, [1953](#mpp12465-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Voegele *et al*., [2001](#mpp12465-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). In the necrotrophic phase, the pathogens grow intracellularly and lyse the host cells to live on degraded compounds (van Kan, [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). During the infection cycle, *Phytophthora* spp. employ different strategies to circumvent plant defence. In the first phase, *Phytophthora* spp. modulate the host immune system to suppress host‐induced cell death (Kelley *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). In the second phase, host cell death is promoted by the pathogen (Vleeshouwers and Oliver, [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}).

As with other plant pathogens, pathogenicity and virulence are determined by effector genes (Lo Presti *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Oh *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Effector proteins are secreted into the host cytoplasm and may transit to the host nucleus, where they modulate plant signalling and the plant\'s immune responses (Dou *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Schornack *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Whisson *et al*., [2007](#mpp12465-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Genome sequencing of several *Phytophthora* species has uncovered two major types of effector proteins in this pathogen lineage: the RxLR effectors, identified by the amino acid motif RxLR in the N‐terminus of the protein sequences (Rehmany *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), and the Crinkler effectors (CRN) (Torto *et al*., [2003](#mpp12465-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Genome‐wide comparison of many *Phytophthora* species has shown large expansions of RxLRs and CRNs within these species (Haas *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Stam *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Tyler *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, RxLRs and CRNs show high rates of gains and losses between species (Haas *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}).

In addition to presence/absence variation, effectors typically show high rates of nucleotide substitution (Allen *et al*., [2004](#mpp12465-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Raffaele *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Rehmany *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, at some genes, the rates of non‐synonymous substitutions (changes that lead to amino acid differences) are even higher than the rates of synonymous substitutions (changes that do not lead to amino acid differences), suggesting that effectors are subjected to balancing selection (Allen *et al*., [2004](#mpp12465-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Oliva *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Rehmany *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). In addition to harbouring sequence variation at functionally important effector loci, some pathogens show differential expression. Cooke *et al*. ([2012](#mpp12465-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) found that the highly aggressive *P. infestans* isolate 06_3928A expresses 1013 more genes than the weak isolate T30‐4 during infections on potato. Likewise, Qutob *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) showed transgenerational silencing of effector genes to avoid host detection. Taken together, the presence of copy number variation, high substitution rates, signatures of balancing selection and differential expression of effectors reveals the dynamic nature of pathogen adaptation.

The need to constantly avoid host detection and defence results in little overlap of the effector repertoire between species or even strains. In a comparison of three oomycete genomes, only four universal effector genes were found (Win *et al*., [2007](#mpp12465-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). This represents 0.6%--2.7% of the effectors known in these species. The conservation of this small number of effectors probably reflects their essential role in virulence. One such effector, '*Phytophthora* suppressor of RNA silencing 2' (PSR2), has been characterized recently (Qiao *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). PSR2 homologues have been detected in different *Phytophthora* species and even in *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* (Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). As revealed by its name, PSR2 suppresses RNA silencing in the different hosts of *Phytophthora* spp. (Qiao *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}).

Small RNAs (sRNAs) are essential for the development and defence of plants (Bocarra *et al*., 2014; Carlsbecker *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}); therefore, the manipulation of sRNA production can negatively affect a plant host. Mutants of the sRNA biogenesis machinery display severe developmental phenotypes (including lethality) or impairment in disease resistance against several pathogens (Hendelman *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Kravchik *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Pumplin and Voinnet, [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, microRNAs (miRNAs) involved in resistance regulation have been identified as potential contributors to host adaptation (de Vries *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Targeting this machinery may therefore be a means to undermine host resistance.

sRNAs can be formed in two related processes. In the primary step, double‐stranded RNA (dsRNA) is processed by Dicer‐like proteins (DCLs) into double‐stranded small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), or primary miRNA (pri‐miRNA) transcripts are processed into double‐stranded miRNAs (Kurihara and Watanabe, [2004](#mpp12465-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Rogers and Chen, [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). siRNAs and miRNAs are incorporated into Argonaute proteins (AGOs) (Rogers and Chen, [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). The loaded AGOs direct the sRNAs to complementary sequences of mRNA, where they form small stretches of dsRNA, which initiate mRNA degradation by AGOs (Rogers and Chen, [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). In the secondary biogenesis step, the mRNA is not fully degraded by AGOs, but is cut into a specific pattern: RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase 6 (RDR6) recreates a dsRNA from the mRNA target, which is further processed by DCL4 again into siRNAs (Axtell *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Chen *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Cuperus *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). These siRNAs are usually generated in a 21‐nucleotide phased pattern, and are hence called phased siRNAs (phasiRNAs) (Allen *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshikawa *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Zhai *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}).

The expression of *PSR2* in *Arabidopsis thaliana* led to a specific reduction in phasiRNAs (Qiao *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Both Qiao *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) and Xiong *et al*. ([2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}) showed that overexpression of *PSR2* enhances *Phytophthora* infection in several hosts and is therefore important for the virulence of oomycete pathogens. Although the exact mechanism by which PSR2 down‐regulates phasiRNAs remains unclear, these findings suggest that PSR2 targets an essential ubiquitous protein of the plant RNA silencing machinery; a target shared across many potential host species may explain the widespread conservation of PSR2 across species of *Phytophthora*.

To better understand the evolutionary history of PSR2, we investigated this gene in the late blight pathogen *P. infestans* using well‐established population genetic methods. We also evaluated the expression of the *P. infestans PSR2* gene (*PiPSR2*) across different isolates during infection of *S. lycopersicum* and its closely related sister species *Solanum pimpinellifolium*. Although the presence of *PSR2* is conserved at the species and isolate level, the PSR2 protein has evolved in a lineage‐specific manner. We found that *Pi*PSR2 shows a significantly elevated rate of amino acid polymorphism in *P. infestans* relative to PSR2 in *Phytophthora sojae* (*Ps*PSR2). Nevertheless, *PiPSR2* still shows signatures of purifying selection, in agreement with a conserved host target. Furthermore, we found that *PiPSR2* is expressed during the biotrophic phase, suggesting a role in the establishment of infection. Further, symptom development was negatively correlated with the expression of *PiPSR2*. We hypothesize that PSR2 acts as a master modulator of plant signalling to disrupt plant physiology at the site of infection.

Results {#mpp12465-sec-0002}
=======

*PSR2* is widespread across species of *Phytophthora* {#mpp12465-sec-0003}
-----------------------------------------------------

*PSR2* is a rare example of an effector gene that is present in many plant pathogens of the peronosporalien oomycete lineage (Win *et al*., [2007](#mpp12465-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). However, this does not preclude the possibility of presence/absence variation within species. To determine whether the presence of this gene was also conserved below the species level, we surveyed 19 isolates of *P. infestans* from Europe, the Americas and Africa, combining traditional molecular methods and genomic analyses. We detected the *PiPSR2* gene in all isolates. Furthermore, all detected *PiPSR2* sequences were full length compared with the reference sequence and no premature stop codons were found. In addition, we evaluated four *P. sojae* isolates (Wang *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) for the presence of *PsPSR2*, and found that all tested isolates possessed the full‐length gene. In our analysis of five well‐characterized datasets of *Phytophthora parasitica* isolates, we detected a recent duplication of the *P. parasitica PSR2* gene (*PpPSR2*) after the split between *P. parasitica* and *P. infestans* (Fig. S1, see Supporting Information). All *P. parasitica* isolates possessed at least one *PSR2* duplicate.

Differences in protein variation across species {#mpp12465-sec-0004}
-----------------------------------------------

Given that *P. parasitica* showed recent gene duplication of *PSR2*, we hypothesized that *PSR2* may have evolved in a lineage‐specific manner. Therefore, we evaluated the sequence diversity of alleles within three *Phytophthora* species. Alleles of PSR2 from different isolates of *P. sojae* were 100% identical at the protein level. Alleles of *P. infestans* were 99.4% identical at the protein level, whereas the alleles of *P. parasitica* were 95.3% identical for copy A and 92.8% identical for copy B proteins.

Despite maintenance of the *PSR2* gene, amino acid polymorphism is elevated within species {#mpp12465-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We evaluated the sequence variation within *PiPSR2* in 16 of the 19 isolates of *P. infestans*. The N‐terminus encoding the signal peptide and the translocation motif had a higher average pairwise nucleotide diversity (π) than the full‐length gene or the C‐terminus alone (Table [1](#mpp12465-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). To determine whether the patterns of sequence variation at *PSR2* were typical for these isolates, we analysed the sequence variation in a subset of six to eight isolates at three reference genes: *elongation factor 1α* (*PiElf1α*), *ATP synthase subunit δ* (*PiATP5D*) and *Argonaut1* (*PiAGO1*). *PiAGO1* had the lowest overall π of the three genes, whereas *PiAT5D* had the lowest non‐synonymous variation (π~a~ = 0.00; Table [1](#mpp12465-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Relative to these reference genes, π~a~ was elevated for *PiPSR2* in both the 16‐ and eight‐isolate set. Furthermore, *PiPSR2* had the highest number of segregating sites and a high ratio of π~a~ to π~s.~ Although the ratio of π~a~/π~s~ across the entire gene was not greater than unity, π~a~/π~s~ was higher at *PiPSR2* than at *PiATP5D* and *PiElf1α*. Furthermore, although the ratio of π~a~/π~s~ for *PiAGO1* was similar to that of *PiPSR2*, *PiAGO1* had few segregating sites (four) compared with *PiPSR2* (27).

###### 

Population genetic analyses of the *Phytophthora infestans PSR2* gene (*PiPSR2*) and reference genes.

  Gene                       Dataset       No. of individuals                         Analysed region   π total[\*](#mpp12465-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} (sites)[†](#mpp12465-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   π~s~ [\*](#mpp12465-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} (sites)[†](#mpp12465-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   π~a~ [\*](#mpp12465-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} (sites)[†](#mpp12465-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   π~a~/π~s~   *S* [‡](#mpp12465-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} (nonsyn, syn)   Haplotype diversity   McDonald--Kreitman *G* value (*P*)
  -------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------
  *PiPSR2*                   Full‐length                                              1--2322           2.27 (2283)                                                                                      3.54 (526.9)                                                                                   1.90 (1753.1)                                                                                  0.535       27 (20, 7)                                                  0.983                 **4.427 (0.04)**
                             N‐terminus    16                                         1--186            4.84 (186)                                                                                       11.47 (49.0)                                                                                   2.30 (137.0)                                                                                   0.200       5 (3, 2)                                                    0.650                 0.028 (0.87)
                             C‐terminus                                               187--2322         2.05 (2097)                                                                                      2.81 (478.0)                                                                                   1.83 (1616.0)                                                                                  0.650       22 (17, 5)                                                  0.967                 **5.274 (0.02)**
  *PiPSR2*                   Full‐length   8[¶](#mpp12465-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   1--2322           1.64 (2283)                                                                                      3.73 (526.9)                                                                                   1.02 (1753.1)                                                                                  0.273       10 (6, 4)                                                   0.929                 0.358 (0.55)
  *ATP synthase subunit δ*   Full‐length   6[¶](#mpp12465-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   1--510            2.00                                                                                             8.83                                                                                           0.00                                                                                           0.000       2 (0, 2)                                                    0.533                 Nd
  *AGO1*                     Full‐length   8[¶](#mpp12465-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   1--2784           0.55                                                                                             1.00                                                                                           0.41                                                                                           0.407       4 (2, 2)                                                    0.821                 Nd
  *Elf1α*                    Partial       7[¶](#mpp12465-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   304--1173         6.68                                                                                             24.60                                                                                          0.87                                                                                           0.035       12 (1, 11)                                                  1.000                 Nd

Nd, not determined.

\*All π values times 10^−3^.

†Total number of sites analysed excluding gaps.

‡Number of segregating sites.

¶Isolates from the Yoshida *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) dataset.

Bold values indicate tests with a *P* \< 0.05.

An elevated π~a~/π~s~ ratio can be an indication of either relaxed selective constraint or balancing selection maintaining distinct protein variants. Therefore, we conducted a McDonald--Kreitman test (McDonald and Kreitman, [1991](#mpp12465-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) to determine whether the nucleotide patterns differed from the expectations under neutrality (Tables [1](#mpp12465-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and S1, see Supporting Information). According to this test, the variation at *PiPSR2* deviated from neutral expectations. Replacement polymorphisms within *P. infestans* at *PiPSR2* were significantly elevated relative to the expectation under neutrality (Tables [1](#mpp12465-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and S1). To better visualize the evolution of this gene within *P. infestans*, we mapped the amino acid changes of *Pi*PSR2 onto the phylogeny of nine isolates for which the complete mitochondrial genome was available (Fig. S2, see Supporting Information). Nearly all protein substitutions mapped to the tips of the mtDNA tree and the accumulation of amino acid differences in PSR2 did not correlate with the branch lengths of the mtDNA tree (Fig. S2).

Amino acid variation across *Pi*PSR2 secondary structure {#mpp12465-sec-0006}
--------------------------------------------------------

To better understand how the protein variation was distributed across both the *Pi*PSR2 protein and individuals of this species, we evaluated the location of the amino acid polymorphisms on the predicted secondary structure of *Pi*PSR2. The overall secondary structure was conserved across the *Pi*PSR2 alleles of *P. infestans*; all alleles were predicted to contain an N‐terminal signal peptide and 40 consecutive α‐helices (Fig. [1](#mpp12465-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Of the amino acid polymorphisms, 45% were found within predicted α‐helices (Fig. [1](#mpp12465-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Among the 20 observed amino acid polymorphisms, 14 encoded radical changes, involving differences in polarity, charge or amino acid structure. Of these 14 radical changes, five involved proline residues, which can have a strong effect on protein structure. As PSR2 has been suggested to affect a step in sRNA biogenesis that takes place in the cytosol (Bologna and Voinnet [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) and hydrophobic residues generally reduce protein solubility in water, we investigated the distribution of hydrophobic residues in *Pi*PSR2. Approximately 42% of the residues in the T30‐4 reference allele were hydrophobic. Of the 20 polymorphic positions, 12 involved a hydrophobic residue (35%, Fig. [1](#mpp12465-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Seven of these polymorphisms were radical changes. With the exception of L283S, each of these radical changes was a singleton polymorphism in our sample (i.e. the substitution was only found in one individual).

![Secondary structure of the *Phytophthora infestans* RNA silencing suppressor PSR2 (*Pi*PSR2). The consensus sequence of *Pi*PSR2 has a predicted signal peptide (purple box) and 40 α‐helices (blue boxes). The RxLR‐dEER motif (light pink box) lies within amino acids 47--62. Polymorphic residues with similar chemical properties (blue lines); radical changes (red lines); isolates carrying the minor allele are given in parentheses above the residues. Predicted W and Y motifs are shown below the structure.](MPP-18-110-g001){#mpp12465-fig-0001}

We identified several mutations that were radical and were assumed to have an influence on protein structure. Yet, the overall protein structure was predicted to be conserved across all isolates. Effectors of oomycetes often have W and Y motifs in their protein sequence (Boutemy *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). These motifs confer a certain robustness to the protein structure, allowing for adaptive mutations to occur within them without compromising protein functionality (Boutemy *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Ye and Ma ([2016](#mpp12465-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}) identified that PSR2 homologues possess several W and Y motifs. Here, we manually searched for these motifs and predicted motifs using MAST. We found 16 W‐like sequences and 17 Y‐like sequences in *Pi*PSR2. However, only seven sequences per motif contained 50% or more of the residues previously described in Jiang *et al*. ([2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) and Boutemy *et al*. ([2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [1](#mpp12465-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The seven W‐like motifs were also identified by three MAST motifs (Fig. S3, see Supporting Information), suggesting a total of three W‐motif types. The remaining W‐like sequences were distributed over two to three MAST motifs. Six of seven Y‐like motifs were located within a few amino acid positions following the W‐like motifs or partially overlapped with the W‐like motifs, in agreement with the observations of Boutemy *et al*. ([2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). All Y‐like motif types were either distributed over two MAST motifs or present nearly completely in one MAST motif (Fig. S3). We only considered the conservative W and Y motifs for further analyses. Six amino acid polymorphisms mapped to four W motifs and three amino acid polymorphisms mapped to two Y motifs. One polymorphism was shared between a W‐ and Y‐like motif. In total, 40% of the amino acid polymorphisms mapped to either a W or Y motif.

Relationship between symptom strength and *Pi*PSR2 sequence {#mpp12465-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To test whether allelic variation of the *Pi*PSR2 protein was associated with the strength of symptoms caused by *P. infestans* on cultivated tomato, we conducted inoculations of seven *P. infestans* isolates on *S. lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker and evaluated the symptom strength at 3 days post‐inoculation (dpi). Symptom strength was quantified by calculating the relative leaflet area covered in necrotic lesions following inoculation. The ranking of the isolates based on symptom strength was as follows: NL10001/NL88069 \< T20‐2 \< NL90128 \< IPO‐C/T15‐2/D12‐2 (Fig. [2](#mpp12465-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). No correlation between symptom strength and allelic sequence of *Pi*PSR2 was detected (Fig. [2](#mpp12465-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b).

![Correlation of symptom strength with PSR2 sequence variation. (a) Relative necrotic area of seven *Phytophthora infestans* isolates on *Solanum lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker (dark purple); mock control (light purple). Significance was determined using a two‐tailed *t*‐test (ns, not significant; \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; *n* ~leaflets~ = 33--162). (b) Polymorphic amino acid positions at PSR2 in the investigated isolates. '•' indicates where the allele matches the reference allele T30‐4. Symptom strength is given to the right of the alignment.](MPP-18-110-g002){#mpp12465-fig-0002}

Relationship between symptom development and *PiPSR2* expression {#mpp12465-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Although multiple protein variants of *Pi*PSR2 segregated in *P. infestans* and isolates varied in their ability to produce symptoms on tomato, protein variation alone could not explain the variation in virulence. In addition to the primary sequence, differences in gene expression may also contribute to pathogen virulence. To determine whether *PiPSR2* gene expression affected virulence, we performed inoculations on two closely related host species (*S. lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium*) with weak and strong isolates of *P. infestans*. Based on our previous experiment, T20‐2 was chosen as a weak isolate, and IPO‐C and D12‐2 as strong isolates (Fig. [2](#mpp12465-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). Pathogen abundance (evaluated by molecular markers) and the extent of the relative necrotic area were determined at multiple time points. In general, all isolates showed an increase in the relative necrotic area over time in both hosts, and this correlated with pathogen abundance, as assayed by quantitative reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR) (Figs [3](#mpp12465-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, S4 and S5, see Supporting Information). We also noticed that IPO‐C caused slightly more symptoms than D12‐2. However, the hosts differed in their specific responses to these pathogens. The patterns of necrotic lesions were dispersed around the veins in *S. lycopersicum*, whereas the lesions were concentric around the point of inoculation in *S. pimpinellifolium* (Figs [3](#mpp12465-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a and S4). In addition, *S. lycopersicum* showed a larger relative necrotic area than *S. pimpinellifolium* in infections with strong isolates, whereas *S. lycopersicum* showed a smaller necrotic area than *S. pimpinellifolium* in infections with weak isolates (Figs [3](#mpp12465-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a,b and S5).

![Progression of infection by *Phytophthora infestans* isolate IPO‐C. (a) Representative leaflets of the infection by *P. infestans* IPO‐C from 0 to 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi) on *Solanum lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium*. (b) Relative necrotic area of IPO‐C infection in *S. lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* from 0 to 96 hpi. Letters correspond to the different statistical groups (*P* \< 0.05) based on a Kruskal‐Wallis test with a Tukey *post‐hoc* test \[*n* ~leaflets~ = 56--119 (*S. lycopersicum*); *n* ~leaflets~ = 77--127 (*S. pimpinellifolium*)\] within species. (c) Relative abundance of *P. infestans* isolates IPO‐C (purple), D12‐2 (blue) and T20‐2 (yellow) over time in both hosts, determined via quantitative reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR) as the average relative expression of the genes *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α* normalized to the plant host gene *TIF3H*. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean (SEM).](MPP-18-110-g003){#mpp12465-fig-0003}

To determine whether a smaller necrotic area at a given time point corresponded to a delay in the transition of the pathogen from biotrophy to necrotrophy, we analysed the presence of important anatomical structures, such as haustoria and sporangia, across samples (Fig. [4](#mpp12465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a--f). Haustoria were present early in infections and continued to increase as the pathogen spread. Nevertheless, at 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi), a reduction in haustoria was visible for some infections (Figs [4](#mpp12465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}g and S6a, see Supporting Information). Sporangia appeared later in the infection and indicated the transition to necrotrophy. In infections with the strong isolate, IPO‐C, on both hosts, haustoria were detected at all time points. By 72 hpi, each assayed leaflet had at least one haustorium (Fig. [4](#mpp12465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}g). Sporangia occurred first at 72 hpi in all infections (Figs [4](#mpp12465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}g and S6). We therefore inferred that the transition of IPO‐C from biotrophy to necrotrophy occurred between 48 and 72 hpi. Semi‐quantitative RT‐PCR analyses of marker genes specific for the biotrophic and necrotrophic phases were consistent with this time of transition (Fig. [4](#mpp12465-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}h,i). The other strong isolate, D12‐2, showed a pattern similar to IPO‐C, although fewer leaflets contained haustoria in both hosts at each time point and fewer leaflets of *S. pimpinellifolium* showed sporangia at 72 and 96 hpi (Fig. S6a), indicating a delay in transition in some leaflets of *S. pimpinellifolium*. For the weak isolate, T20‐2, there were fewer haustoria at 48 hpi compared with the strong isolates (Fig. S6b). These haustoria were also immature, whereas the strong isolates produced many more mature haustoria from 48 hpi onwards. In addition, only few sporangia were detected at 72 and 96 hpi. This indicates that the weak isolate, T20‐2, shows a delayed development and transition from the biotrophic to the necrotrophic phase in both hosts.

![*Phytophthora infestans* infection and life cycle. Trypan blue staining of leaflets with *P. infestans* shows an encysted zoospore infecting *Solanum pimpinellifolium* cells (a), *P. infestans* hyphae with haustoria (b, c), necrotic cells in *S. lycopersicum* (d), developing sporangia (e) and hyphae and mature sporangia (f). Scale bars, 0.02 mm. (g) The relative number of leaflets with haustoria (green), developing sporangia (beige) and mature sporangia (brown) in *S. lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* infected with *P. infestans* IPO‐C at 24--96 h post‐inoculation (hpi) (*n* ~leaflets~ = 21--31). (h, i) Relative intensity of marker genes for the biotrophic and necrotrophic phase from 24 to 96 hpi in *S. lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* infected with *P. infestans* IPO‐C. Error bars show the standard error of the mean (SEM).](MPP-18-110-g004){#mpp12465-fig-0004}

The earliest detection of *PiPSR2* expression was from 24 hpi onwards, i.e. when the infection was fully established. The average CT values over time for *PiPSR2* were 34.32 ± 1.65 for the weak isolate (T20‐2) and 30.69 ± 2.23 for IPO‐C and 31.56 ± 2.62 for D12‐2 (the strong isolates). These values indicate that *PiPSR2* shows moderately low expression during infection and suggest that the weakest isolate has the lowest *PiPSR2* expression. However, as the biomass of the three isolates varied, the expression of *PiPSR2* was normalized to the expression of the biomass markers, *PiH2a* (*histone 2a*) and *PiElf1α*. Following appropriate normalization against the biomass markers, we found that, at most time points, D12‐2 and T20‐2 showed significantly higher relative expression levels relative to IPO‐C in both hosts (Fig. [5](#mpp12465-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, T20‐2 often showed significantly higher expression levels than D12‐2 (Fig. [5](#mpp12465-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). This negatively correlates with the extent of symptoms caused by the isolates, suggesting that higher *PiPSR2* expression is associated with reduced virulence (Figs [3](#mpp12465-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#mpp12465-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} and S5).

![Expression differences of the *Phytophthora infestans PSR2* gene (*PiPSR2*) in the different isolates. Pairwise relative expression of *PiPSR2* on *Solanum lycopersicum* (a) and *S. pimpinellifolium* (b) at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi). Expression was measured using quantitative reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR). For normalization, the reference genes *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α* were used. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance classes are given as letters above the bar graph. Significance was calculated within one time point.](MPP-18-110-g005){#mpp12465-fig-0005}

To test whether a correlation between expression and symptom strength was present for other effectors, we analysed the expression of a *CRN* effector gene, *PITG12646*, in these isolates (Fig. S7, see Supporting Information). At nearly all time points, *PITG12646* showed the highest expression in the strong isolate D12‐2, whereas the expression of *PITG12646* was lower and similar in the other two isolates. Therefore, the correlation between symptom strength and expression is specific to the effector assayed.

*PiPSR2* is expressed during biotrophy {#mpp12465-sec-0009}
--------------------------------------

Effectors can be expressed constitutively throughout infection or in a life stage‐dependent manner (Judelson *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Jupe *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, we hypothesized that *PiPSR2* expression might differ between isolates that showed different transition times and symptom development. The patterns of *PiPSR2* expression were dependent on both the pathogen isolate and host genotype (Fig. [6](#mpp12465-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). For each pathogen strain, differences in *PiPSR2* expression across time points were not detected, indicating more or less constant expression from 24 hpi onwards (Table S2, see Supporting Information). The only exception was IPO‐C, for which *PiPSR2* expression was significantly down‐regulated in both hosts at 72 hpi relative to 24 hpi (Table S2). This indicates that *PiPSR2* expression is highest in the biotrophic phase of IPO‐C and decreases as the pathogen transitions into necrotrophy, whereas, in the other pathogen strains, *PiPSR2* expression stays constant during infection. For IPO‐C and T20‐2, the relative expression of *PiPSR2* over time was negatively correlated with biomass (IPO‐C--*S. lycopersicum*: ρ = −0.68, *P* = 4.341 × 10^−6^; IPO‐C--*S. pimpinellifolium*: ρ = −0.67, *P* = 6.986 × 10^−6^; T20‐2--*S. lycopersicum*: ρ = −0.87, *P* = 3.009 × 10^−11^; T20‐2--*S. pimpinellifolium*: ρ = −0.78, *P* = 1.450 × 10^−8^).

![Relative expression of *Phytophthora infestans PSR2* gene (*PiPSR2*). Relative expression of *PiPSR2* from IPO‐C (purple), D12‐2 (blue) and T20‐2 (yellow) from 24 to 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi) in *Solanum lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* determined via quantitative reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR)*. PiPSR2* expression was normalized using the reference genes *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α*. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM).](MPP-18-110-g006){#mpp12465-fig-0006}

Isolate‐specific and host‐specific effects on *PiPSR*2 expression {#mpp12465-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In *S. lycopersicum*, *PiPSR2* expression was significantly different between IPO‐C and either D12‐2 or T20‐2 (Fig. [6](#mpp12465-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a, Table S2). However, in *S. pimpinellifolium*, *PiPSR2* expression was significantly different between D12‐2 and either IPO‐C or T20‐2 (Fig. [6](#mpp12465-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b, Table S2). In summary, depending on the pathogen and host combination, *PiPSR2* expression is either elevated in the biotrophic phase or constant over time, but never elevated during the transition from biotrophy to necrotrophy or during the necrotrophic phase.

Discussion {#mpp12465-sec-0011}
==========

*PiPSR2* has evolved under purifying selection {#mpp12465-sec-0012}
----------------------------------------------

PSR2 is one of two recently identified oomycete RNA silencing suppressors (Qiao *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). The presence and function of PSR2 are conserved across many species of *Phytophthora* (Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). Overexpression of *PSR2* enhances the virulence of *Phytophthora* spp. independent of the pathogen--host system (Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). These observations, together with our detection of full‐length alleles within all *P. infestans* isolates analysed, underscore the probable biological importance of PSR2 as a virulence factor in *Phytophthora*. Therefore, the observed elevated rate of amino acid evolution within *P. infestans* is at odds with the strong functional conservation at higher taxonomic levels. Elevated protein polymorphism relative to divergence (as observed for *PiPSR2*) can be observed under two contrasting evolutionary scenarios: either the protein has evolved under a relaxed selective constraint or natural selection has maintained alternative protein variants (Li, [1997](#mpp12465-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Under the latter scenario of balancing selection, polymorphisms are typically maintained at intermediate frequency in the population. The presence of many singleton mutations observed at *PiPSR2* is therefore inconsistent with predictions of balancing selection. However, the fact that π~a~/π~s~ is still less than unity indicates that the gene has not evolved completely devoid of selective constraint. Furthermore, all alleles, despite their amino acid differences, are predicted to encode a common secondary structure made up of consecutive α helices, and *PiPSR2* was expressed in every isolate tested. These observations point towards the presence of continued functional constraint on the gene, despite the high rate of amino acid evolution. One possible explanation is that certain structurally conserved features of *Pi*PSR2 compensate for the accumulation of additional amino acid changes. For example, *Pi*PSR2 contains multiple W and Y motifs, also present in other effector molecules (Boutemy *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). The W and Y motifs provide structural integrity to an effector protein (Boutemy *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, the presence of these motifs in *Pi*PSR2 could provide robustness and thus release the selective constraint at other positions in the molecule. In agreement with this, Jiang *et al*. ([2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) showed that the W and Y motifs are enriched for adaptive mutations. As *P. infestans* has a broad host range, these alternative protein variants may contribute to virulence on different hosts. However, based on our analysis of two closely related tomato species, no relationship between symptom strength and *Pi*PSR2 sequence was detected. Based on these observations, we conclude that purifying selection has probably dominated the evolution of *Pi*PSR2 and that the elevated protein polymorphism within *P. infestans* could be related to specific features of this pathogen, such as its wide host range and nearly world‐wide distribution. The within‐species protein variation of *Ps*PSR2, *Pp*PSR2 and *Pi*PSR2 further supports the role of host range in PSR2 evolution. All *Ps*PSR2 sequences were identical and *P. sojae* showed the smallest host range, with only soybean as its host (Crawford *et al*., [1996](#mpp12465-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Kuan and Erwin, [1980](#mpp12465-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Pratt, [1981](#mpp12465-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). *Pi*PSR2 showed more variation than *Ps*PSR2 and *P. infestans* can infect many Solanaceae (Adler *et al*., [2002](#mpp12465-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Flier *et al*., [2003](#mpp12465-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Garry *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). *Phytophthora parasitica* has the broadest host range of these three species (72 plant species from different families; Hickman, [1958](#mpp12465-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"})*. Pp*PSR2 had not only the highest variation within the protein, but also showed a recent duplication after the split of *P. parasitica* and *P. infestans*. Hence, it is possible that host range is a driver of *PSR2* evolution.

Variation in expression of *PiPSR2* is correlated with virulence {#mpp12465-sec-0013}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Although sequence variation in *P. infestans* at the *PiPSR2* gene did not correlate with virulence in the cultivar *S. lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker, expression variation was correlated with symptom development. We found that *PiPSR2* peaked early during the biotrophic phase and decreased as *P. infestans* biomass increased. Down‐regulation of *PiPSR2* was greatest in the most aggressive strains. This is in contrast with the findings of Xiong *et al*. ([2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). In that study, transient overexpression of *PSR2 in planta* increased the virulence of several *Phytophthora* species on their hosts. One possible explanation for these contrasting observations could be that, although high expression is advantageous *in planta*, it may not be advantageous within the pathogen itself. It is possible that high expression of *PiPSR2* could lead to off‐targeting within the pathogen. In a different study, Wang *et al*. ([2011](#mpp12465-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) reported that aberrant expression of effector genes (either too high or too low) by the pathogen decreased pathogen virulence.

The change in expression over time was not only correlated with virulence, but was also pathogen and host dependent. In *P. sojae*, *PsPSR2* showed its highest expression when *P. sojae* entered the transition phase (Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}), whereas *PiPSR2* showed either constant expression over time or elevated expression in the early biotrophic phase. However, we did not observe an up‐regulation of the effector in the necrotrophic phase. Isolate‐specific differences in effector gene regulation could be caused by self‐regulation by pathogens (Åsman *et al*., [2016](#mpp12465-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Fahlgren *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Vetukuri *et al*., [2012](#mpp12465-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). Silencing of effector genes to avoid specific recognition and resistance has been observed for the *PsAvr3a* locus (Qutob *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, pathogens may also show differential effector regulation depending on the host to avoid recognition. This may be of particular importance for a conserved effector gene, such as *PSR2*.

PSR2 may act as a master regulator of host cell signalling {#mpp12465-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------------------------

The PSR2 protein is known to suppress phasiRNA production (Qiao *et al*., 2013). However, Qiao *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated that only specific types of phasiRNA were affected. These phasiRNAs are produced via the one‐hit model, which means that they only require one miRNA to bind to a target as a trigger for phasiRNA production (Chen *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Cuperus *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Fei *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). This requires a different subset of the phasiRNA machinery than when two miRNAs are required to initiate phasiRNA production (Adenot *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Axtell *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Fei *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). The machinery specific for one‐hit phasiRNA production is also responsible for phasiRNA production from *R* genes, which can act in *cis* and *trans* (Zhai *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that these phasiRNAs could be affected by PSR2 expression. An up‐regulation of *PSR2* in the biotrophic phase would result in a down‐regulation of phasiRNA production early in infection, together with a corresponding up‐regulation of *R* genes. A pathogen expressing *PSR2* would therefore release the negative regulation on *R* genes, which seems selectively disadvantageous and inconsistent with the observed virulence benefit demonstrated for this protein. However, in addition to targeting *R* genes, targets of phasiRNAs are essential for cellular processes, including auxin signalling, nutrient signalling, flower and leaf development (Adenot *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Allen *et al*., [2005](#mpp12465-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Hsieh *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Zhai *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}; Zheng *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). As such, down‐regulation of phasiRNA production should have profound effects on development and nutrient signalling, and these changes may be advantageous to the pathogen.

There may also be another advantage of PSR2, especially for broad‐host‐range pathogens. Although hosts may differ in which genes are specifically regulated by phasiRNAs (Zheng *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), the pathogen short circuits this form of negative regulation by targeting the biogenesis machinery, rather than specific phasiRNAs. This sudden release of multiple genes simultaneously from their negative regulation is likely to have a substantial effect on the host cell, probably to the pathogen\'s advantage, and may explain the widespread presence and functional conservation across many oomycetes (Xiong *et al*., [2014](#mpp12465-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). We therefore hypothesize that up‐regulation of *PiPSR2* in the early phase functions to massively deregulate many otherwise repressed genes in the plant cell. Genes typically under repression would include genes controlling plant functions which require rapid transcriptional responses, for instance to an unpredictable stimulus (such as pathogens), and/or genes associated with tissue‐specific expression, such as many developmental processes (Carlsbecker *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Shivaprasad *et al*., [2012](#mpp12465-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Zhai *et al*., [2015](#mpp12465-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). The advantages of targeting the entire population of phasiRNAs simultaneously through a master regulator probably outweigh the cost of potentially releasing some *R* genes from negative regulation.

Experimental Procedures {#mpp12465-sec-0015}
=======================

Plant and pathogen material {#mpp12465-sec-0016}
---------------------------

Seeds of *S. lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker and *S. pimpinellifolium* LA0114 were surface sterilized (3 s in 70% ethanol; 30 s in ∼5% NaOCl; three times for 3 min in sterile water). Seeds were placed on 1.2% H~2~O--agar, incubated in the dark for 3 days \[day/night temperature cycle of 18°C/15°C (16 h/8 h)\] and transferred to a cycle of 16 h (166 ± 17 µmol quanta/m^2^/s) light and 8 h dark with equal temperature conditions. At 9 days post‐planting (dpp), the seedlings were transferred to vessels (three to four seedlings per vessel) with 0.5% Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium (Murashige and Skoog, [1962](#mpp12465-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) containing 1% sucrose.

Thirteen isolates of *P. infestans* (NL10001, NL88069, NL90128, IPO‐C, IPO428‐2, 3928A, D12‐2, T15‐2, T20‐2, T30‐4, 4/91, 20/01 and 08‐ANI‐3) were grown on rye--sucrose agar with 100 µg/mL ampicillin, 10 µg/mL amphotericin B and 20 µg/mL vancomycin (Caten and Jinks, [1968](#mpp12465-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). The plates were incubated at 18°C in the dark, with the exception of T20‐2, which was incubated at 12°C in the dark.

Cloning and sequencing of *PiPSR2* {#mpp12465-sec-0017}
----------------------------------

*Phytophthora infestans* mycelium was sampled directly from the plate, shock frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground using metal beads and DNA was extracted according to Edwards *et al*. ([1991](#mpp12465-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). *PiPSR2* genes were amplified using 1 U Platinum® *Taq* DNA polymerase High Fidelity (Thermo Scientific, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA.), 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTPs), 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgSO~4~, 0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps} primers (Table S3, see Supporting Information) and 100--200 ng template DNA. The PCR included 3 min at 94°C, 35 cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 58°C, and 3 min at 68°C followed by 5 min at 68°C. Primers were designed manually to match the flanking regions of the *PiPSR2* open reading frame. PCR products were purified using the peqGOLD Cycle‐Pure Kit (Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany) and cloned into a pCRTM4‐TOPO® plasmid using the TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit for Sequencing (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Plasmid DNA was extracted using a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or the NucleoSpin Plasmid Kit (Macherey‐Nagel, Dueren, Germany). *PiPSR2* genes were sequenced at Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). Primers to close the gaps in the sequences were designed manually (Table S3).

Quality control of *PiPSR2* sequences {#mpp12465-sec-0018}
-------------------------------------

To verify the cloned sequences, we performed a [blastn]{.smallcaps} search (Camacho *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}) against the *P. infestans* reference genome (Haas *et al*., [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Only sequences which resulted in *PiPSR2* as the best hit and showed full‐length coverage and an e‐value of 0 were used for further analyses. In addition, we confirmed that the cloned *PiPSR2* sequences were predicted to encode a full‐length amino acid sequence using the 'translate' function of ExPASy (Gasteiger *et al*., [2003](#mpp12465-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) or the Sequence Manipulation Suite (Stothard, [2000](#mpp12465-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). NCBI accessions are given in Table S4 (see Supporting Information).

Extraction of *PSR2* and reference gene sequences {#mpp12465-sec-0019}
-------------------------------------------------

We downloaded raw sequence data of six *P. infestans* genomes (DDR7602, P13626, P13527, P17777, NL07434 and LBUS5; Yoshida *et al*., [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) from NCBI (Table S5, see Supporting Information) and used Trinity v. 2.0.6 (Grabherr *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) to *de novo* assemble the genomes. We conducted [blastn]{.smallcaps} using [blast]{.smallcaps} v. 2.2.30+ with the *PiPSR2* nucleotide sequence (PITG15152) from the *P. infestans* reference genome against the *de novo* assemblies. The putative *PiPSR2* hits were aligned with the *PiPSR2* reference sequence to identify the correct genes (File S1, see Supporting Information).

We retrieved *P. sojae* sequences from Wang *et al*. ([2011](#mpp12465-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) and *P. parasitica* sequences using [blastp]{.smallcaps} with the T30‐4 PSR2 protein sequence at NCBI using the following cut‐off: query coverage of \>90%, identity of \>90% and e‐value of zero (Table S5).

Reference gene sequences were extracted from the Yoshida *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) dataset, also including 06_3928A, corresponding to isolate 3928A in our laboratory cultures. The reference genes were *PiATP5D*, *PiElf1α* (partial) and *PiAGO1*.

PSR2 amino acid identity {#mpp12465-sec-0020}
------------------------

We calculated pairwise amino acid identity using the 'ident' function from the Sequence Manipulation Suite. Alignments were created with MAFFT v. 7.127b (Katoh and Standley, [2013](#mpp12465-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}) using local pairwise alignment setting L‐INS‐I. *Pp*PSR2 from *P. parasitica* P10297 was excluded because the sequence was partial.

Population genetic analyses {#mpp12465-sec-0021}
---------------------------

The *PSR2* and reference sequence datasets were aligned using the [clustal‐w]{.smallcaps} function in [mega]{.smallcaps} v. 5.2.2 (Tamura *et al*., [2011](#mpp12465-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Figs S8--S11, see Supporting Information) with *PsPSR2* as the outgroup. Basic summary statistics and tests of neutrality were conducted using DnaSP v. 5.10 (Librado and Rozas, [2009](#mpp12465-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). D12‐2, T15‐2 and T20‐2 were excluded from the analyses, because they belong to the same breeding population as T30‐4 (Drenth *et al*., [1995](#mpp12465-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

Phylogenetic analysis {#mpp12465-sec-0022}
---------------------

We downloaded available mitochondrial sequences from the supplemental data of Martin *et al*. ([2016](#mpp12465-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). Sequences were aligned with MAFFT v. 7.127b using the L‐INS‐I settings. We built a maximum likelihood phylogeny (Tamura--Nei model, 1000 bootstraps, uniform rates and partial deletion with a cut‐off of 99%) using [mega]{.smallcaps} v. 5.2.2.

Protein structure prediction {#mpp12465-sec-0023}
----------------------------

*Pi*PSR2 secondary structure was predicted via PREDISI (Hiller *et al*., [2004](#mpp12465-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) and PSIPRED (Jones, [1999](#mpp12465-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) in the Quick2D bioinformatics toolkit (Biegert *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). The consensus structure was calculated from the average confidence value of an amino acid in the α‐helix, considering only residues with average confidence values \>5. W and Y motifs were identified by combining manual (using motif variants from Jiang *et al*. ([2008](#mpp12465-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) and Boutemy *et al*. ([2011](#mpp12465-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) as references) and MAST v. 4.11.2 (Bailey and Gribskov, [1998](#mpp12465-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) searches; settings were as follows: normal mode, zero‐order model of sequences, searching the given strand and returning up to 20 motifs with any given number of repetitions.

Plant inoculations {#mpp12465-sec-0024}
------------------

We used seedlings of *S. lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker to compare the pathogen strengths of seven different *P. infestans* isolates (NL10001, NL88069, NL90128, IPO‐C, D12‐2, T15‐2 and T20‐2). Zoospores were isolated from 3--4‐week‐old *P. infestans* mycelium by incubating the mycelium with 10 mL H~2~O (4°C) for at least 2 h. Spore concentrations were determined using a Neubauer improved chamber and 5 × 10^4^ spores/mL were used. For NL10001 and NL90128, a spore concentration of 2 × 10^4^ was used, because they yielded fewer zoospores. Seedlings were inoculated at 28--30 dpp with 10 µL of 4°C zoospore solution (i) or H~2~O (mock control) (ii) per leaflet. All solutions were kept on ice during the procedure. We sampled three replicates at 72 hpi.

*Solanum lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker and *S. pimpinellifolium* LA 0114 were inoculated with *P. infestans* IPO‐C, D12‐2 and T20‐2 at 28--30 dpp as described above using 5 × 10^4^ spores/mL. We sampled three replicates per time point (0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hpi). *Solanum pimpinellifolium*--IPO‐C at 96 hpi had four replicates.

Evaluation of necrotic area {#mpp12465-sec-0025}
---------------------------

Host symptoms and *P. infestans* spread were evaluated by measuring the relative necrotic area. We assessed bleached (100% ethanol) leaflets with a SteREO Discovery V8 binocular (AxioCam ICc 5 camera; Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany). The areas of the leaflets and the necrotic lesions were measured with ZEN lite 2012 (blue edition) software (Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany). To calculate the relative necrotic area, we divided the total area of necrotic lesions by the total area of the leaflet. Differences in the test inoculations relative to the respective mock controls were calculated with a two‐tailed *t*‐test in Excel 2013. Differences within the time series datasets were evaluated using a Kruskal--Wallis test with a *post‐hoc* Tukey test using the R CRAN package PMCMR. *P* values were adjusted using a Bonferroni correction.

Trypan blue staining {#mpp12465-sec-0026}
--------------------

The bleached leaflets were stained with trypan blue--lactophenol (modified from Jones and Deverall, [1977](#mpp12465-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). In brief, leaflets were covered with trypan blue--lactophenol solution, cooked at 99°C until boiling, exchanged with chloral hydrate solution (0.5 g/mL) and stored in fresh chloral hydrate solution. Leaflets were evaluated using an Axiophot microscope (AxioCam ICc 5 camera; Zeiss).

RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis {#mpp12465-sec-0027}
---------------------------------

RNA was extracted from each replicate and time point (pooling three to four leaflets per replicate) using the Universal RNA/miRNA Purification Kit (Roboklon, Berlin, Germany). To check RNA quality, 5 µL of RNA were treated with 6 µL of deionized formamide, incubated at 65°C for 5 min, followed by 5 min incubation on ice, and the RNA quality was evaluated on a 2% agarose gel.

cDNA was synthesized using the RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vilnius, Lithuania) using 1000 ng total RNA as input. The cDNA was diluted 1 : 1 with RNase‐free H~2~O. We performed a --RT control to test for DNA contamination using *Solanum Elf1α* primers (Table S3). The PCR (20 µL) included 1 × Green GoTaq® Flexi Buffer, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~, 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} dNTPs, 0.5 µ[m]{.smallcaps} per primer, 1 U GoTaq® Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and 3 µL template cDNA and used the following protocol: 5 min at 94°C, 35 cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 56°C and 1.30 min at 72°C, followed by 7 min at 72°C.

Presence of *P. infestans* {#mpp12465-sec-0028}
--------------------------

The presence of *P. infestans* in our inoculations and its absence from mock controls were validated using *Phytophthora‐*specific *cytochrome oxidase subunit 2* (*COX2*) primers (Hudspeth *et al*., [2000](#mpp12465-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Table S3). The PCR was performed as described above.

Expression of biotrophic and necrotrophic marker genes of *P. infestans* {#mpp12465-sec-0029}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analysed the *P. infestans* life cycles in the two different host species using the following marker genes: *in planta‐induced O* (*PiipiO*), *Haustorial membrane protein 1* (*PiHMP1*), *Suppressor of necrosis 1* (*PiSNE1*), *Phytophthora infestans necrosis Phytophthora protein 1* (*PiNPP1.2*) and *Cell division cycle 14* (*PiCdc14*) (Ah Fong and Judelson, [2003](#mpp12465-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Avrova *et al*., [2008](#mpp12465-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Kanneganti *et al*., [2006](#mpp12465-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Kelley *et al*., [2010](#mpp12465-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; van West *et al*., [1998](#mpp12465-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). *PiH2a* was used as a biomass marker gene. Primers were designed using NCBI primer blast (Ye *et al*., [2012](#mpp12465-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). PCRs (20 µL) consisted of 1 × Green GoTaq® Flexi Buffer, 1.25 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~, 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} dNTPs, 0.2 μ[m]{.smallcaps} per primer, 3 μL cDNA template and 2 U GoTaq® Flexi DNA Polymerase (Promega). The reaction conditions were as follows: 4 min at 94°C, several cycles of 30 s at 94°C, annealing for 30 s, 1.30 min at 72°C, followed by 7 min at 72°C (primer sequences, annealing temperatures and number of cycles shown in Table S3). The band intensity was evaluated using ImageJ (Abramoff *et al*., [2004](#mpp12465-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) and the relative abundance was calculated according to Zuluaga *et al*. ([2016](#mpp12465-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}).

Expression analyses in *P. infestans* infections {#mpp12465-sec-0030}
------------------------------------------------

We performed qRT‐PCR with *PiPSR2* with time points of 24--96 hpi. Primers were designed manually or using NCBI primer blast (Table S3). qRT‐PCR was performed in a CFX Connect™ Real‐Time System (Bio‐Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) using the SsoAdvanced^TM^ Universal SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio‐Rad). The settings were as follows: 3 min at 95°C, 45 cycles of 10 s at 95°C and 30 s at 60°C. In addition, a melting curve analysis was performed. As *P. infestans* reference genes, we used *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α*, and, as a host reference gene, we used the *Translation Initiation Factor 3 subunit H* (*TIF3H*). The relative expression was evaluated according to Pfaffl ([2001](#mpp12465-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Significant differences between isolates, hosts or time points were calculated using a Mann--Whitney *U*‐test (Mann and Whitney, [1947](#mpp12465-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). To estimate *P. infestans* growth *in planta*, we calculated the relative expression of *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α* using *TIF3H* as the reference gene. To correlate *P. infestans* growth with *PiPSR2* expression, we used a Spearman correlation to calculate the correlation of relative *PiH2a* and relative *PiPSR2* expression. To test for isolate‐specific expression, CT values of *PiPSR2* and *PITG12646* of the three isolates were normalized with *PiH2a* and *PiElf1α*, and compared with each other. Significant differences were calculated using a Mann--Whitney *U*‐test.

Data deposition {#mpp12465-sec-0031}
---------------

This project has been deposited at NCBI under the accessions KX129856--KX129868.

Supporting information
======================

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher's website:

###### 

**Fig. S1** Cladogram of the *Phytophthora parasitica* RNA silencing suppressor PSR2 (*Pp*PSR2). The cladogram of the *Pp*PSR2 proteins shows that *Pp*PSR2 forms two distinct groups within *P. parasitica* (paralogue 1 in the purple box and paralogue 2 in the green box). *Phytophthora infestans* PSR2 (*Pi*PSR2) was used as an outgroup. Bootstrap values \< 50 are not shown.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S2** Distribution of amino acid changes across isolates. (a) Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the mitochondrial sequences of nine *Phytophthora infestans* isolates. *Phytophthora ipomoeae* was used as an outgroup. Bootstrap values \> 70 are given at the nodes. (b) Cladogram of the phylogeny. Amino acid changes in the *Pi*PSR2 proteins in the different isolates are indicated on the branches. (c) Amino acid changes of *Pi*PSR2 in all isolates compared with the reference isolate T30‐4 at the polymorphic positions.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S3** MAST motifs in *Phytophthora infestans* RNA silencing suppressor PSR2 (*Pi*PSR2). MAST output for the *Pi*PSR2 amino acid alignment. Blue and purple boxes indicate the W and Y motifs found in the MAST output. Red boxes indicate that this motif is similar to another motif detected earlier in this search.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S4** *Phytophthora infestans* infection of cultivated and wild tomatoes. Leaflets of *Solanum lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* were inoculated with *P. infestans* isolates D12‐2 (blue) and T20‐2 (yellow). T20‐2 showed variable infection progress indicated by T20‐2 s (dark yellow) for an infection that caused strong symptoms and T20‐2 w (light yellow) for an infection that caused mild symptoms. Representative bleached leaflets are shown for 0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S5** Relative necrotic area in *Phytophthora infestans* infection. The average relative necrotic areas of infected and mock control (H~2~O) leaflets from *Solanum lycopersicum* and *S*. *pimpinellifolium* infections are shown. Leaflets were infected with *P. infestans* isolate D12‐2 (a) or T20‐2 (b). Error bars indicate the standard error. Letters above the bars indicate significance groups between time points and infection and mock control within a host plant. Samples were taken at 0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S6** Progression of the *Phytophthora infestans* life cycle. Infections of *P. infestans* isolate D12‐2 (a) and T20‐2 (b) in *Solanum lycopersicum* and *S. pimpinellifolium* were screened for the presence of haustoria (green), developing sporangia (beige) and mature sporangia (dark brown). Infections were analysed at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi). We calculated the relative number of leaflets with at least one haustorium, developing sporangium or sporangium present (*n* = 21--28 per time point and infection).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S7** Expression differences of *CRN PITG12646* in the different isolates. Pairwise relative expression of *CRN PITG12646* on *Solanum lycopersicum* (a) and *S. pimpinellifolium* (b) at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h post‐inoculation (hpi). Expression was measured using quantitative reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (qRT‐PCR). For normalization, the reference genes *Pi*H2a and *PiElf1a* were used. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance classes are given as letters above the bar graph. Significance was calculated within one time point.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Fig. S8** Alignment of *PSR2*. Alignment of the *Pi*PSR2 sequences from 19 *P. infestans* isolates used for the population genetic analyses. The names of the isolates are indicated on the left. *Phytophthora sojae* was used as an outgroup. The consensus sequence and the conservation level from 0% to 100% are given below the alignment.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S9** Alignment of *PiATP5D*. Alignment of the *PiATP5D* sequences from six *Phytophthora infestans* isolates used for the population genetic analyses. Sequences were obtained from a *de novo* assembly of the raw data from Yoshida *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). The names of the isolates are indicated on the left. The consensus sequence and the conservation level from 0% to 100% are given below the alignment.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S10** Alignment of *PiElf1a*. Alignment of the partial *PiElf1a* sequences from seven *Phytophthora infestans* isolates used for the population genetic analyses. Sequences were obtained from a *de novo* assembly of the raw data from Yoshida *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). The names of the isolates are indicated on the left. The consensus sequence and the conservation level from 0% to 100% are given below the alignment.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Fig. S11** Alignment of *PiAGO1*. Alignment of the *PiAGO1* sequences from seven *Phytophthora infestans* isolates used for the population genetic analyses. Sequences were obtained from a *de novo* assembly of the raw data from Yoshida *et al*. ([2013](#mpp12465-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). The names of the isolates are indicated on the left. The consensus sequence and the conservation level from 0% to 100% are given below the alignment.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**File S1** Protein and nucleotide sequences of *Phytophthora infestans* RNA silencing suppressor PSR2 (*Pi*PSR2) (*de novo* assembly).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Table S1** McDonald--Kreitman table.

**Table S2** Statistical differences between PSR2 expression data. The *P* value was calculated with a Mann--Whitney *U*‐test. Values in bold indicate significant differences.

**Table S3** Primer sequences.

**Table S4** Origin of *Phytophthora infestans* strains and accessions.

**Table S5** Gene accession numbers.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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